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After venting his anger, deputy dean yin inquired in detail about what had happened. “Fourth elder, we 

had clearly tested her. For some unknown reason, Yun Chujiu rushed out from the west side. Moreover, 

we didn’t find any traces of her. This… What on Earth is going on?” Deputy Dean Yin was so angry that 

he wanted to bang his head against the wall. How the Hell would he know what was going on? However, 

wait a moment. The west side of the spirit herb garden seemed to have been one of the forbidden 

grounds of the Tianyuan Academy a long time ago. However, nothing happened after that and the stone 

tablet in the forbidden grounds was removed, could it be that Yun Chujiu had unintentionally entered 

the forbidden grounds? It should be like this. However, the forbidden grounds were all extremely 

dangerous. If she were to enter the forbidden grounds, she would definitely lose her life! “I reckon that 

Yun Chujiu entered the forbidden area by mistake. After all of you have cleaned up the traces, quickly 

leave. Teacher Xu will not hold those students back for too long. When evening comes, someone will 

discover that Yun Chujiu has disappeared.” “Yes!” The black robed man followed Deputy Dean Yin’s 

instructions and cleaned up the traces of the fight. Then, he escaped through the gap in the Tian Yuan 

Academy’s Protective Array. Although Feng Ming and the other two discovered that Yun Chujiu had not 

returned, they understood Yun Chujiu’s personality. They reckoned that she had gone to slack off, so no 

one mentioned it. However, when it was sunset, Feng Ming and the others realized that Yun Chujiu had 

not returned. They panicked and hurriedly reported to teacher Xu, “Teacher, junior sister Little Jiu has 

not returned. Could something have happened?” “HMPH! This Yun chujiu must be slacking off. Send her 

a message and tell her to come back quickly!”Teacher Xu said disdainfully. Feng Ming quickly sent a 

message to Yun chujiu but found that it was not successful. He became even more anxious, “Teacher Xu, 

this, this message can’t be sent! Something must have happened to junior sister Little Jiu!” Teacher Xu 

also pretended to be anxious at this time, “Quick! Everyone split up and Search!” Everyone searched for 

a while, but naturally, they did not find anything. Moreover, this search had even covered up the traces 

of the black-clothed man that had not been cleaned up. Dean Huangfu and the others had also rushed 

over when they heard the news. After asking instructor Xu about what had happened, they were all 

frowning. A living person had disappeared just like that? How was this possible? Deputy Dean Xiao 

suddenly frowned. “Dean, do you still remember that this grassland was a forbidden area thousands of 

years ago? However, it had been safe and sound since then, so the sign of the forbidden area was 

removed. Could it be that Yun Chujiu had entered the forbidden area by mistake?” Dean Huangfu was 

taken aback, and then he sighed. “What you said is very likely. If that’s really the case, I’m afraid that 

Yun Chujiu is doomed.” Everyone remained silent. The Tianyuan Academy had existed for more than 

10,000 years. It was said that at the very beginning, there were a total of ten forbidden areas in the 

Tianyuan Academy. However, after that, there were some forbidden areas that didn’t have any 

abnormalities, hence, they were no longer included in the list of forbidden grounds. However, they 

didn’t expect that the forbidden grounds that hadn’t been activated for thousands of years would 

actually be activated by Yun chujiu this time. It was likely that they would only have a slim chance of 

survival. Although Dean Huangfu suspected that Deputy Dean Yin was involved, he didn’t manage to find 

any clues. Furthermore, Yun Chujiu was the one who took the initiative to come here to use the latrine. 

She couldn’t be blamed on teacher Xu, so he could only let it go. Dean Huangfu couldn’t help but sigh in 



his heart. This Yun Chujiu really didn’t stop. Elder Jiang was in closed-door cultivation, or else he would 

definitely cause a ruckus. There was also his excellency and Young Master Wuji. Just thinking about it 

gave him a headache.. 

 


